Corporate Bike Rides

available from May-September
We provide bike rides of between 35-50 miles,
through the rolling hills of North Wales and
across the Cheshire Plain.
Our British Cycling/CTC/first aid qualified ride leaders
will ensure you experience a memorable and safe
afternoon of challenging but enjoyable cycling, with
guest riders on hand to provide support and
encouragement or even test yourself against should
you wish.
We are fully insured and risk manage all our routes.
The routes and average speed for our rides can be
tailor-made to your needs and routes are made
available prior to the event.
In addition to the ride we can offer before and after
event hosting including a light pre-ride lunch and
post-ride refueling options. Our rides start with an
informal route briefing, bike and kit check.
The ride begins and ends at a local pub/cafe, with a
coffee and cake stop along the way. Finishing around
5pm, we then retire for refreshments to share our tales
of achievement and endeavour or just to sooth the pain
in our legs!?
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‘The ride was really
well organized and
we felt very safe and
well supported on
the ride.’
‘We have already
met up following the
ride and are planning
to work together in
the future.’

‘I met people I
would never have
come across in my
normal working
environment.’

‘It was much harder
than I expected but I
really enjoyed it
especially the sight of
the pub sign at the end.’
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Costs
Prices depend on distance, with a base price for 8 riders
and includes: 2 British Cycling accredited leaders with
race radio, 3rd party insurance (note riders should have
their own personal injury insurance if riding regularly on
the roads), risk assessed route, rider briefing and de-brief
sessions, ride support vehicle (which can also act as
technical support, first aid and/or broom-wagon,
depending on clients needs).
Further groups of up to eight additional riders can be
added to any session for a supplementary charge to
ensure a safe 2:8 leader to rider ratio.
Additional packages include:
• One to one or small groups up to 4, guided rides into
North Wales
• Bespoke branded clothing from t-shirts to full race kit
• Hot and cold catering options are available to give riders
a nourishing send off and return
• Spot prizes
• Keynote speakers; we have an Olympic medalist
amongst our Associates who is available to speak before
during and/or after the event
• Celebrity support riders. We have ex professional riders
amongst our Associates, so if you want to test yourself
against the best just let us know
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For further
information contact
Andy Mills
Race Animateur
07887 653 280
Andy Wright
Raleigh Chopper Pilot
07974 267109
info@pedalare.co.uk
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